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Abstract

To examine whether and how the seismic stability of existing bridges can be substantially improved by integrating the girder, the abutments

and the backfill, a series of shaking table tests were performed in 1 g. The tested small bridge models are (1) a conventional-type comprising a

girder, supported by a pair of gravity-type abutments (without pile foundation) via bearings (fixed and movable), and unreinforced backfill,

(2) the girder and the abutments of the above are integrated (without using bearings), (3) the backfill of the above is reinforced with two layers

of large-diameter nails connected to the abutment top and the toe or the heel of the abutment footing and (4) the bottom nails of the above

are replaced with longer ones connected to the toe of the abutment footing. Their dynamic behavior was analyzed as a damped single-degree-

of-freedom system. The dynamic stability of the bridge was found to increase with an increase in (i) the dynamic strength against the response

acceleration, (ii) the initial stiffness, (iii) the dynamic ductility (i.e., a smaller decreasing rate of stiffness during dynamic loading) and (iv) the

damping ratio. When factors (ii) and (iii) are high enough, the natural frequency of a bridge can be kept much higher than the input

frequency, and thus, the response acceleration can be kept low. All these factors can be improved by integrating the girder, the abutments and

the backfill together with part of the supporting ground. In a series of static model tests, lateral cyclic displacements, caused by the seasonal

thermal deformation of the girders with prototypes, were applied to the top of a small abutment model. The active failure in the backfill and

the detrimental effects of large passive pressure, both developing due to the dual ratchet mechanism, can be effectively restrained by

reinforcing the backfill and supporting the ground with nails connected to the top and the bottom of the abutments.
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1. Introduction

Conventional-type bridges usually comprise a single
girder, simply supported by a pair of abutments via a pair
of movable and fixed bearings, or multiple girders, simply
supported by a pair of abutments and a pier (or piers) via
multiple sets of bearings and connected with expansion
joints. The backfill is unreinforced. A great number of
conventional bridges collapsed during many previous
earthquakes. Therefore, there is a strong need for a new
cost-effective type of bridge that is much more earthquake-
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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Fig. 1. Bridge types to alleviate technical problems with conventional

type bridges (adapted from Tatsuoka et al., 2009).
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Kikonai for a new bullet train line, the south end of Hokkaido (by the

courtesy of the Japan Railway Construction and Technology Agency).
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resistant. Tatsuoka et al. (2009) proposed a geosynthetic-
reinforced soil (GRS) integral bridge for new construction,
which is a combination of the conventional integral bridge
(with unreinforced backfill) and the GRS retaining wall
(RW) bridge (Fig. 1). That is, GRS integral bridges have
no bearing to support the girder; the girder is continuous
and the backfill is reinforced with geosynthetic reinforce-
ment layers connected to full-height rigid (FHR) facings
(i.e., the abutments). The FHR facings are constructed
ensuring a strong connection to the wall face wrapped
around with geosynthetic reinforcement layers after suffi-
cient deformation of the reinforced backfill and the subsoil
has taken place (Tatsuoka et al., 1997). As the FHR facing
is not a cantilever structure, its structure is substantially
lighter than the abutments of conventional bridges and the
need for pile foundations is much lower (Tatsuoka, 1992).
Based on the results of a series of static cyclic lateral
loading tests and shaking table tests on small models in 1 g
of the four types of bridges depicted in Fig. 1 (i.e.,
conventional, integral, GRS RW and GRS integral),
Tatsuoka et al. (2009, 2012) and Muñoz et al. (2012)
reported the following:
(1)
Ple

(20
For conventional-type integral bridges with unrein-
forced backfill, large settlement by active failure may
take place in the backfill and the abutment may be
seriously damaged due to significantly increased pas-
sive earth pressure, both caused by the cyclic lateral
displacements at the abutment top by seasonal thermal
expansion and the contraction of the girder. On the
other hand, GRS integral bridges are free from these
problems for the following reasons. Firstly, the active
failure in the backfill is restrained by reinforcement
layers connected to the facing. Secondly, the facing
behaves as a continuous beam supported by a number
of supports (i.e., reinforcement layers) with a short
span; therefore, the active displacement of the facing
by large earth pressure is restrained and the internal
forces inside the facing are kept small.

The dynamic stability of conventional-type bridges is
generally very low, because the end of the girder that is
ase cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges impr
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supported by a movable bearing and the unreinforced
backfill are particularly unstable against seismic loads.
With conventional-type integral bridges (Fig. 1), part of
this and other problems with conventional-type bridges
can be alleviated by integrating the girder to the abut-
ments. However, the seismic stability of the unreinforced
backfill remains low. With GRS RW bridges (Fig. 1), a
part of these problems can be alleviated by reinforcing
the backfill with geosynthetic reinforcement layers con-
nected to the back of the FHR (Tatsuoka et al., 2005).
However, the problems when using bearings remain
unsolved and the sill beams that support the girder via
the bearings are not stable against seismic loads. With
GRS integral bridges, on the other hand, the above
problems that integral bridges and GRS RW bridges
still have can be alleviated, while they take advantage
of the superior features of these two bridge types.
Therefore, GRS integral bridges are much more cost-
effective in terms of construction and long-term main-
tenance under static and seismic loading conditions than
the other types.
(2)
 The high dynamic stability of GRS integral bridges can
be attributed to (i) a high initial natural frequency, (ii)
a low decreasing rate in the natural frequency during
dynamic loading (i.e., high dynamic ductility), (iii) high
dynamic strength against response acceleration and
(iv) a high energy dissipation capacity.
In 2011, the first prototype GRS integral bridge was
constructed (Fig. 2). Watanabe (2011) reports that the
construction costs for this GRS integral bridge were much
lower than those of a box girder type of bridge (the most
conventional solution in this case) or a GRS RW bridge
supporting a girder at the top of the FHR facing via fixed
and movable bearings (i.e., the latest technology before the
introduction of the GRS integral bridge) (Tatsuoka et al.,
2005). In the meantime, the authors proposed rehabilitat-
ing existing conventional-type bridges judged not to satisfy
the seismic stability requirements according to the current
design standards by taking advantage of the structural
characteristics of GRS integral bridges (Shiranita et al.,
2010). As illustrated on the right side in Fig. 1, the backfill
and a part of the supporting ground are reinforced with
large-diameter nails connected to the abutments and the
oved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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Fig. 3. Full-scale model of NRS integrated bridge (Suga et al., 2011).
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girder is integrated to the abutments. The reinforced bridge
is called a nail-reinforced soil (NRS) integrated bridge. To
validate this proposal, a series of shaking table tests
and static cyclic loading tests was performed on small
models in 1 g. By the end of 2009, a full-scale model of a
conventional-type bridge was constructed and the backfill
at both sides was reinforced with 40-cm-diameter nails
connected to the abutments; the steel girder was then
integrated to a pair of abutments (Fig. 3; Suga et al., 2011).
The high constructability of this bridge-reinforcement
method was confirmed.

The first objective of the present study is to perform
shaking table tests to examine whether and how the
dynamic stability of NRS integrated bridges becomes
considerably higher than that of original conventional-
type bridges by similar mechanisms through which the
GRS integral bridges become much more stable against
dynamic loads (as described above). The second objective
is to apply cyclic lateral displacements to the top of a
model abutment, caused by the seasonal thermal deforma-
tion of the girder with prototypes, to examine whether and
how the active failure in the backfill and the detrimental
effects of the elevated passive pressure are effectively
restrained with NRS integrated bridges.

2. Shaking table tests

Other than nailing the backfill and the supporting
ground with large-diameter model nails, the method of
the shaking table tests performed in the present study is the
same as the one reported in detail by Tatsuoka et al. (2009)
and Muñoz et al. (2012). Therefore, only a brief descrip-
tion is given here.

2.1. Bridge models

In total, six shaking table tests were performed in 1 g on
small models of conventional-type bridges comprising a
single simply supported girder and a pair of gravity-type
abutments with unreinforced backfill (Fig. 4(a)) and con-
ventional-type bridges reinforced in five different ways
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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(Figs. 4(b)–(e)). The models were constructed inside a steel
sand box (205.8 cm long, 60 cm wide and 140 cm high)
fixed to a shaking table. The ratio in length between the
conceived prototype and the small model, l, is equal to 10.
The front side of the sand box has a glass window,
reinforced with steel stiffeners, to observe the models.
The opposite side of the sand box comprises a steel plate
covered with a 0.2-mm-thick Teflon sheet to minimize the
wall friction. Yet, it is likely that the dynamic stability of
the models may have been somehow over-estimated by
small wall friction.
The results of these model tests may somehow be different

from the behavior of the conceived prototype structures due
to (a) pressure level effects and (b) particle size effects (i.e.,
effects of the ratio of particle size to model size) (e.g., Tatsuoka
et al., 1991; Siddiquee et al., 1999; Tatsuoka, 2001). In the
present study, the model test results were analyzed to under-
stand the basic failure mechanism of, and the relative stabilities
among, the different models. It is considered that they are not
significantly different from those of the conceived prototypes,
despite the possible effects of factors (a) and (b). The
quantitative prediction of the behavior of the conceived
prototypes is not the objective. Centrifugal tests can alleviate
the problem of factor (a), but usually not the problem of
factor (b), which may become even worse when using models
smaller than those used in the 1 g tests.
2.1.1. Conventional type bridge (CB)

The model is a one-span bridge comprising a pair of
gravity-type abutments simply supporting a girder via a
pair of fixed and movable bearings with unreinforced
backfill (Fig. 4(a)). The fixed bearing was a pin, allowing
the right end of the girder to rotate, while the movable
bearing was a linear-motion bearing, allowing the left end
of the girder to slide horizontally. Hence, the dynamic
behavior of model CB is un-symmetric with the abutment
on the right side being dynamically less stable than the one
on the left side.
The model girder that simulates a 20-m-long prototype

should be 2 m long. Due to the size constraint of the sand
box, a shorter one, 60.8 cm long, 25 kg in weight and
made of steel, was prepared. An additional mass of
180 kg was placed at the center so that the horizontal
and the vertical loads transmitted to the abutments would
become identical to those by a 2-m-long model girder.
The model girder was arranged 51 cm above the ground
level (i.e., 5.1 m with the prototype). The same model
girder was used for all the bridge models. A pair of
gravity-type abutments (59 cm wide, 4.5 cm thick times
45 cm high) and its spread-footings (59 cm wide, 20 cm
thick times 6 cm high) were made of duralumin. The back
faces of the two abutments and the bottom faces of their
foundations, which were in direct contact with the backfill
and the supporting ground, were made to be rough by
being covered with a sheet of sand paper (No. 150)
(Fig. 5(d)).
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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The supporting ground and the backfill of this and the
other models were produced by pluviating air-dried Toyoura
sand (emax¼0.970, emin¼0.602, Gs¼2.65, Uc¼1.64 and
D50¼0.179 mm) to obtain a relative density Dr of 90%. On
the crest of the backfill, a surcharge of 1 kPa, made of lead
shots, was placed to simulate the road base for railways or
highways. To observe the deformation of the backfill, 7mm-
thick horizontal layers of black-dyed Toyoura sand, at a
vertical spacing of 10 cm, and a number of small circular
targets were placed on the right-hand side abutment and
backfill immediately behind the front glass window (as shown
in Figs. 8–11). Residual displacements of the abutment after
each loading stage were obtained by measuring the displace-
ments at the targets seen in the pictures. This and the other
models were densely instrumented, as shown in Fig. 4. Nine
local two-component load cells with a load-sensing platen,
13 cm wide and 5 cm high, were arranged at the center of the
back of the right-hand side abutment to measure the
distributions of vertical shear stress and horizontal normal
stress (Figs. 5(c) and (d)). Five similar load cells were also
arranged at the bottom face of the abutment footing.
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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2.1.2. CB-L (Fig. 4(b))

The girder was structurally integrated to a pair of
gravity-type abutments of model CB (Fig. 4(a)) by means
of a pair of L-shaped metal fixtures (20 cm long, 5 cm
wide and 3 mm thick). The peak resisting moment of
the fixture is equal to about 0.5 kN m (Tatsuoka et al.,
2009). This strength is much smaller than the moment
produced by the earth pressure activated on the facing
when this bridge model starts failing. Therefore, the
bending moment in these fixtures does not become the
major resisting component. The backfill was unreinforced
air-dried Toyoura sand, as model CB.

2.1.3. CB-L-N1 (Fig. 4(c))

This and the following three are four versions of the
NRS integrated bridge. The backfill and a part of the
supporting ground of model CB-L (Fig. 4(b)) were
nailed using two layers of nails on each side. Each layer
comprised two 40-cm-long nails, as shown in Fig. 5(b)
(i.e., a total of eight nails for this model). The top nails
were connected to the top of the abutment, while the
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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Fig. 5. (a and b) Two or four nails per layer (four only with CB-L-N4), (c) details of part A, and (d) back of the abutment.
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bottom nails were connected to the toe of the footing of
the abutment via pin connectors so as not to transmit
any moment. The model nails were hollow circular brass
rods with a diameter of 4 cm; they modeled full-scale
large-diameter nails with a diameter of 40 cm based on a
length scale factor of l¼10. The actual nails comprise a
central reinforcement rod of steel or FRP covered by soil
mixed in-place with cement-slurry (Tateyama et al.,
1996). This type of large-diameter nail is often used to
reinforce relatively weak soil (typically fills), designed to
have a large surface area for sufficient pull-out strength
and adequate tensile rupture strength against the design
earth pressure. The average density of the model nail is
2.08 g/cm3 for a length of 40 cm (and 1.95 g/cm3 for a
length of 60 cm used in model CB-L-2 shown below) to
simulate the actual nails. The surface of the model nail
was made to be rough by gluing Toyoura sand particles
to it. A set of electric-resistant strain gauges was
attached to the surface of one nail in each layer. In
usual practice, full-scale large-diameter nails are
installed at an inclination with an angle of �101 from
the horizontal in order to retain the cement-mixed soil
forming nails in the slurry state inside a bored hole and
to ensure that the nails effectively resist against global
active failure. The arrangement of the model nails in
the present study followed this practice. Prototype nails
are installed in the existing backfill. In this study,
however, the model backfill was placed after the model
nails had been arranged. The possible effects of this
difference on the dynamic behavior should be insignif-
icant, as dynamic excitation is an event that occurs far
after construction with both prototypes and these
model tests.
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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Fig. 7. Residual deformation of six bridge models: (a) rotation of

the abutment; (b) lateral displacements at the abutment footing; and

(c) settlement at the backfill crest.
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Fig. 8. Model CB at (a) failure at stage III and (b) collapse at stage VII

(a rectangular block of broken line denotes the location of a shear band).

Fig. 9. Model CB-L at (a) failure and (d) collapse.
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2.1.4. CB-L-N2 (Fig. 4(d))

The bottom nails (40 cm long) of model CB-L-N1 were
replaced with ones 60 cm long to increase the pull-out
strength. This model exhibited the highest dynamic stabi-
lity among those tested in the present study.
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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2.1.5. CB-L-N3 (Fig. 4(e))

The bottom layer nails of model CB-L-N1 were con-
nected to the heel of the abutment footing, which resulted
in a lower dynamic stability.

2.1.6. CB-L-N4 (Fig. 4(e))

The number of nails per layer of model CB-L-N3 was
increased from two to four in order to increase the pull-out
strength (Fig. 5(b)). Thus, a total of 16 nails were used.
This arrangement increased the dynamic stability, but the
resultant stability was not proportional to the total
number of nails.
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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2.2. Dynamic loading

The bridge models were subjected to sinusoidal base
motion at a fixed frequency of fi¼5 Hz having 20 cycles
per stage (Fig. 6(a)). Fig. 6(b) shows the corresponding
time history of acceleration recorded at the girder. These
are representative of those obtained by the present study.
Fig. 10. Model CB-L-N1 at (a) failure and (d) collapse.

Fig. 11. Model CB-L-N2.

Table 1

Initial natural frequencies and several physical quantities at the start of failur

Bridge

type

Initial natural

frequency, f0 (Hz)

Physical quantities at the start of failure

Loading

stage

(1) (2)

Mpeak=(6)/

(4)

bresona

CB 11 III (5)a 1.85 0.9

VII (6)b 1.43 0.9

CB-L 25 VII (4) 1.51 0.9

CB-L-N1 25 IX (20) 1.48 0.8

CB-L-N2c 25 X (20) 41.44 40.7

aThe numbers in the parenthesis indicate the number of cycle at each loadi
bThe values at the second resonance after the girder has contacted the abu
cThe resonance was approached but not reached by the end of test.

Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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The amplitude of the base acceleration (ab) was increased
stage by stage by a target increment of 100 gal, from
100 gal until the failure or the collapse took place. fi¼5 Hz
was selected to be lower than the initial value of the
natural frequency (f0) of the bridge models (listed in
Table 1). This was based on the consideration that the
initial f0 value of the full-scale conventional-type bridges
simulated in the present study (under undamaged condi-
tions) is higher than typical predominant frequencies of
strong earthquake motions (fp¼1–3 Hz). As seen from
Table 1, the initial f0 values of the reinforced conventional-
type bridge models (CB-L, CB-L-N1 and CB-L-N2) are
higher than the original conventional-type bridge model
(CB), thus much higher than fi¼5 Hz.
The results from similar shaking table tests on models of

GRS integral and NRS integrated bridges (Muñoz et al.,
2012; Tatsuoka et al., in press) showed that the dynamic
stability for input frequency fi, ranging from 2 Hz to
30 Hz, including the one when fi=5 Hz, can be summar-
ized in a unified way when based on the tuning ratio,
b=‘‘input frequency fi‘‘/’’transient natural frequency f0 of
a given bridge model’’. That is, the dynamic behavior when
fi is other than 5 Hz can be inferred from the behavior
when fi=5 Hz when based on this framework.
2.3. Residual displacement and deformation

Figs. 7(a)–(c) show the residual displacements at the right-
hand side abutment of the six bridge models (Figs. 4(a)–(e))
observed at the end of the respective loading stages. For a
fair comparison, these displacements are plotted against the
maximum base acceleration, Max(ab), at the respective
stages, not against the response acceleration, which is
different for the same Max(ab) among these different
models. As the amplitude of the base acceleration (ab)
during the respective loading stages was not kept exactly
constant, the value of Max(ab) was selected in these plots.
Fig. 7(a) shows the residual rotation of the abutment,
positive when the active displacement is larger at the
abutment top than at the abutment footing. Fig. 7(b) shows
e of four bridge models.

(i.e. at resonance)

(3) (4) (5) (6)

nce xresonance (ab)resonance
(gal)

Max(ab)
(gal)

Strength=(at)resonance
(gal)

7 0.33 214 228 397

1 0.52 635 659 906

8 0.45 606 616 932

6 0.49 793 813 1172

5 40.50 4885 4902 41277

ng stage.

tment at a movable bearing.
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the residual horizontal displacement at the abutment foot-
ing, positive for active displacements. Fig. 7(c) shows the
residual settlement at the crest of the backfill at a distance of
5 cm from the back face of the abutment. Figs. 8–11 show
the pictures of models CB, CB-L, CB-L-N1 and CB-L-N2 at
failure and at collapse. Here, failure is defined as the start of
deformation exceeding a serviceability limit value (as will be
described more in detail later) and collapse as the large
deformation by which the structure should be extensively
repaired or reconstructed to re-open the service. The failure
modes of models CB-L-N3 and CB-N-L4, which are similar
to those of models CB-L-N1 and CB-L-N2, are not shown
here due to page limitations. The following trends may be
seen from these figures. Firstly, the dynamic stability of
model CB was lowest. Only the abutment of this model
exhibited overturning with active movements larger at the
top than at the footing (Fig. 8(a)). Yet, the active displace-
ment at the abutment footing (du/H) was also largest.
Correspondingly, the settlement in the backfill (S/H) was also
largest. Secondly, model CB-L was much more stable with the
girder integrated to the abutments. The overturning failure
mode disappeared, while the values of du/H (at the abutment
bottom) and S/H became much smaller. Thirdly, all the NRS
integrated bridge models with nailing (CB-L-N1–N4) were
more stable than model CB-L, showing the significant effects
of nailing. Among them, the dynamic stability of model
CB-L-N2 (using longer bottom nails connected to the toe of
the abutment footing) was higher than model CB-L-N1 (using
similar but shorter bottom nails). This is due likely to an
increase in the pull-out strength of the bottom nails. Fourthly,
the dynamic stability of model CB-L-N1 was noticeably higher
than model CB-L-N3 (using the same short nails connected to
the heel of the abutment footing). This is due likely to the
following mechanism. An integrated bridge fails in association
with the large rotational displacements of the abutment
around its top with large active displacements at its footing.
During this process, large upward displacements take place at
the toe of the abutment footing, which leads to a separation of
the toe of the abutment footing from the supporting ground
and a serious loss in abutment stability. This mode of
abutment displacement is much more effectively restrained
by connecting the nails to the toe of the abutment footing than
to the heel. This mechanism was confirmed by smaller cyclic
and residual vertical displacements at the toe of the abutment
footing with model CB-L-N1 than with model CB-L-N3.
Lastly, the dynamic stability of model CB-L-N4 (using four
bottom nails per layer connected to the heel of the abutment
footing) was noticeably higher than model CB-L-N3 (using
two bottom nails per layer connected to the heel of the
abutment footing), due likely to an increase in the total pull-
out resistance of the nails. However, despite a smaller total
volume of nails, model CB-L-N2 (using two bottom nails per
layer connected to the toe of the abutment footing) was
noticeably more stable than model CB-L-N4. This means that
model CB-L-N4 is less cost-effective than model CB-L-N2.

As seen from Figs. 7(c) and 8(a), with model CB, a
large bump developed due to active failure in the backfill
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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behind the right-hand side abutment associated with large
active displacements at the abutment top. This has taken
place very often with full-scale conventional-type bridges
by many earthquakes. One of the advantages of the
integration of the girder to the abutments with model
CB-L (Fig. 4(b)) is a reduction in such bumps in the
backfill by making the active displacement at the abut-
ment top very small (Fig. 7(a)). However, because of
no nailing, large active displacements may take place at
the abutment footing, which induces a large rotation
around the abutment top of a large backfill zone (Fig. 9).
With nailing, models CB-L-N1 (Fig. 10) and CB-L-N2
(Fig. 11) exhibited much smaller bumps. This feature is a
significant advantage of NRS integrated bridges for rail-
ways and highways, which allow only a limited number
of bumps.
Figs. 12(a) and (b) show vertical distributions of lateral

earth pressure on the back of the right-hand side abutment
of model CB-L-N2 when the total earth pressure became
peak around the moment when the girder displaced most
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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in the active and the passive directions, like the right- and
left-hand side abutments in Fig. 13. In the respective
cycles, the largest earth pressure is activated at the passive
state (Fig. 12(b)); this trend is stronger at higher levels in
the backfill. Such trends indicate that the backfill at upper
levels, together with the top nails, resist against the push-in
load from the inertia of the abutments and the girder
(particularly of the latter) in the passive mode, which
becomes more intense as the dynamic load increases. This
mechanism was confirmed by axial forces measured in the
model nails (not shown here due to page limitations). These
test results indicate that the most critical deformation mode
leading to failure/collapse for structurally integrated bridges
(i.e., models CB-L and CB-L-N1–N4) is the rotation of the
abutment around its top with active displacements at its
footing. The same failure/collapse mode was observed in the
shaking table tests on models of the integral bridge and the
GRS integral bridges (Tatsuoka et al., 2009; Muñoz et al.,
2012). This mode is triggered by the passive failure of the
backfill at higher levels, unlike the active failure mode
usually assumed in the aseismic design of ordinary retaining
walls. Fig. 13 illustrates the load and resistance components
for this critical deformation mode of NRS integrated bridges
when the right-hand side abutment is at the active state.
Different from GRS integral bridges, compressive forces
activated in the nails (denoted as R4) contribute significantly
to the dynamic stability.

When the backfill is not reinforced, the likelihood of the
occurrence of failure/collapse in this critical mode (Fig. 13)
strongly depends on the supporting conditions at the
abutment bottom. In the present study, no deep founda-
tion (e.g., piles) was used to highlight the critical failure/
collapse mode. When the abutment bottom is fixed to a
very stable deep foundation, this model could be effectively
restrained. However, it is penalized by high reinforcement
costs. Instead, the authors propose to restrain this critical
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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mode by reinforcing the backfill with nails connected to
the abutment.
3. Dynamic behavior as a damped SDOF system

3.1. A damped SDOF system

The deformation mode illustrated in Fig. 13 is the first
mode of the dynamic behavior of integrated bridges (with
and without nailing). The first mode is dominant over the
other modes, because this type of bridge is a top-heavy
structure with rigid abutments supported by much softer
backfill. Hence, to evaluate the significant effects of the
structural integration of the girder to the abutments and
the nailing on the dynamic stability of the bridge, the four
bridge models (CB, CB-L, CB-L-N1 and CB-L-N2) were
modeled as a damped single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF)
system following the method developed by Shinoda et al.
(2003) and extended by Muñoz et al. (2012). Although the
dynamic behaviors of models CB-L-N3 and CB-N-N4 are
not presented due to page limitations, they can be easily
inferred from those of models CB-L-N1 and CB-L-N2
herein reported. The deformation mode of model CB
somehow deviated from the one illustrated in Fig. 13 due
to an unsymmetrical deformation mode caused by the use
of a movable bearing to support only one end of the girder;
therefore, the SDOF modeling is less appropriate than the
integral bridge models.
Eq. (1) expresses the motion for a damped SDOF system

subjected to base acceleration, €ub, measured at the shaking
table in the present study. The total response acceleration
at the mass, €ut, measured at the model girder in the present
study, is the sum of €ub and the acceleration of the mass
relative to the base, €u (Eq. (2)).

m €utðtÞþc _uðtÞþkuðtÞ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

€ut ¼ €ubþ €u ð2Þ

where m, k and c are the mass, the stiffness and the
coefficient of viscosity of the system and; t is time. The case
where €ub is exactly harmonic sinusoidal (Eq. (3)) is herein
analyzed.

€ub ¼�ab sinðoitÞ ð3Þ

where ab is the amplitude of €ub. €ut is comprised of the
transient response, which is controlled by the initial con-
ditions and decays with time, and the steady-state response
(Eq. (4)), which becomes €ut (Eq. (1)) after the transient
response dies out.

€ut ¼�at sinðoitþjÞ ¼ �abM sinðoitþjÞ ð4Þ

where at is the amplitude of €ut, M ¼ at=ab is the magnifica-
tion ratio of acceleration and j is the phase difference. As
the damping ratio of the bridge models tested in the
present study was very high (as shown later), the transient
response was recognized only at the first cycle and ignored
in the analysis shown below. For the steady-state response,
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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the values of M and j are obtained as

M ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ4x2b2

ð1�b2Þ2þ4x2b2

s
ð5Þ

j¼ arctan
�2xb3

1�ð1�4x2Þb2

� �
ð6Þ

where o0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=m

p
is the natural circular frequency of the

system, equal to 2pf0 (f0: the natural frequency of the
system), oi is the input circular frequency, equal to 2pfi

(fi: the input frequency), x is the damping ratio, equal to
co0=ð2kÞ, and b is the tuning ratio, equal to oi=o0 ¼ fi=f0.

The values of M and j at each cycle were obtained from
a single exact sinusoidal wave fitted to the respective waves
of the acceleration recorded at the shaking table and the
girder (Fig. 6). From these values for M and j, the values
for b and x in each cycle were back-calculated by iteration
(i.e., by Newton’s method) based on Eqs. (5) and (6).
These values for b and x represent the transient stiffness
and the energy dissipation capacity of the respective bridge
models and are the two essential parameters for analysis of
the dynamic stability of the bridge models. The increasing
process of b associated with a decrease in the stiffness due
to the accumulation of damage to the structure by cyclic
loading at increasing numbers of loading cycles and accel-
eration levels is one of the major concerns of this analysis.
Table 1 summarizes the initial values for f0 and several
physical quantities observed at the start of failure, which
took place at the resonance state, of the four bridge models.

3.2. Four factors of dynamic stability

The dynamic stability of a bridge system is generally
controlled by the four factors described as follows.

3.2.1. Dynamic strength

With full-scale bridges, failure is usually defined by the
development of (a) deformations and/or displacements of
the girder and abutments, (b) structural damage and (c)
settlements with bumps in the backfill that exceed specified
serviceability limit values. In the present study, the
dynamic strength of a bridge model is defined as ‘‘the
response acceleration at the girder at resonance,
(at)resonance, at which b¼ bresonance and M becomes the
maximum value, Mpeak, and the model starts exhibiting
significant deformation and displacement (i.e., the start of
failure)’’. (at)resonance (¼Mpeak times the base acceleration
at resonance, (ab)resonance) was the largest value of the
response acceleration (at) in the respective model tests.
After having passed the resonance state, with an increase
in the number of loading cycles (N), the M value started
decreasing very quickly from Mpeak associated with a fast
increase in b from bresonance, caused by a fast decrease in f0
with a fast increase in the deformation. Finally, collapse
took place (i.e., the bridge should be reconstructed or
repaired extensively to be used again). The value of ab
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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varied slightly at respective loading stages (denoted as I, II,
III, etc. in Fig. 6(a)), due to changes in the compliance of
the shaking table with the model associated with changes
in the stiffness of the model. Therefore, in some cases, the
maximum of ab, Max(ab), was observed during a cycle
other than the resonance cycle. The values of (at)resonance
and (ab)resonance are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 14.
In all the shaking table tests reported in this paper,

failure started at the resonance state, which was due to
such a specific dynamic loading method that the base
acceleration (ab) increased stage by stage at fi¼5 Hz. On
the other hand, in similar shaking table tests (Muñoz et al.,
2012; Tatsuoka et al., in press), where fi ranged between 2
and 20 Hz with the initial value of b=fi/f0 still less than
unity, when fi=20 Hz, the resonance state was soon
reached before the at value became the value at which
failure started when fi=5 Hz, and was quickly passed;
therefore, failure did not start.

3.2.2. Initial stiffness

With a given bridge system, as the initial (i.e., unda-
maged) stiffness becomes larger, the initial value of f0
becomes larger and the initial value of b=fi/f0, which is
less than unity, becomes smaller. Then, the initial value of
the magnification ratio of acceleration (M) becomes
smaller and the initial response becomes smaller, making
the damage to the bridge system smaller, which reduces the
possibility of failure during a given loading history.

3.2.3. Dynamic ductility

A higher dynamic ductility means a lower softening rate
of bridge system with an increase in the input acceleration
level and the number of loading cycles, so a lower speed to
reach the resonance state, at which failure may start. When
the resonance state is approached, usually the softening
rate increases, resulting in a higher chance to reach the
resonance state (i.e., for b to become bresonance) and for
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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failure to start. When strong shaking continues after
having reached the resonance state, the b value continues
increasing and eventually a full collapse may take place.
On the other hand, with a sufficiently high dynamic
ductility, the b increases only slowly and the resonance
state is approached in a delayed manner, keeping the
response small and reducing the possibility of failure.

3.2.4. Damping ratio (x) at failure

The design response acceleration at the girder (at) for a
given design earthquake motion is equal to a given design
peak horizontal ground acceleration (PGA) times the
magnification ratio (M) when PGA takes place. In the
present study, the maximum value of at is equal to
(at)resonance=Mpeak times (ab)resonance when b=bresonance.
The Mpeak value decreases with an increase in the damping
ratio, x, at resonance, which tends to increase with an
increase in the dynamic strength (i.e., the response accel-
eration at resonance, (at)resonance) (Fig. 14).

The dynamic behavior of the four bridge models are
evaluated below based on these four factors. It is shown
that the integration of the girder, the abutments and the
backfill increases all of these factors.

3.3. Overall dynamic behavior of the four models

Fig. 15(a) summarizes the relationships between the
amplitudes of the response acceleration at the girder (at)
and the base acceleration at the shaking table (ab) in the
course of stage by stage increasing ab at fi¼5 Hz of the
four models. Fig. 15(b) shows the relationships between at
and the back-calculated tuning ratio, b¼ fi/f0. In these and
other similar figures, the results at the first cycle, at which
the response is obviously transient, are not plotted. The
following trends may be seen from Figs. 15(a) and (b).
Firstly, with each model, at was not much larger than ab at
the initial stage and at became larger than ab to a greater
extent with an increase in ab. Secondly, the largest at took
place as b approached unity. After having passed the
resonance state, at decreased despite the fact that ab was
kept constant. Lastly, among these models, the increasing
rate of b with an increase in the number of loading cycles
and an increase in ab decreased with an increase in the
dynamic strength (i.e., the value of (at)resonance). That is, as
the dynamic strength increased, the resonance state was
reached in a more delayed manner after ab became larger.

3.4. Dynamic behavior and failure pattern

3.4.1. Conventional type bridge (CB)

Fig. 16(a) shows the relationship between the back-
calculated values for M and b at each cycle of model CB,
compared with the theoretical relations for several x
values. Fig. 16(b) shows the corresponding j–b relations.
At the start of stage I, M¼1.25 and b¼0.48. During stages
I and II, the b value increased quickly with an increase in
the number of cycles (N) and ab. The j value increased
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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from a value close to zero with an increase in the b value.
At stage III, the M value increased more quickly with an
increase in N corresponding to an increase in the increasing
rate of the b value until M became Mpeak(¼1.85), b
became bresonaceð ¼ 0:97Þ and ab became (ab)resonance(¼214
gals) at state III, 5. As seen in Fig. 8(a), at this stage, the
right-hand side abutment, supporting the girder via a fixed
bearing, started rotating largely around the bottom with
larger active displacements at the top with the start of the
significant development of shear bands in the active mode
in the backfill and significant settlement at the crest of the
backfill, in particular immediately behind the abutment.
Then, the left end of the girder, supported by a movable
bearing, made contact with the top of the abutment after a
large sliding at the bearing. As a result, the stiffness of
model CB was recovered and the b value decreased to
about 0.66 by the end of stage III. Then, the values of b
and M at the start of stage IV became similar to their
initial values (at the start of stage I). This trend indicates
the positive effects of the integration of the girder to the
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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abutments on the dynamic behavior of the bridge. At
stages IV–VII, the values of M and b increased again in
association with the continuous decrease in the stiffness of
the bridge system until b became bresonace ¼ 0:91 and M

became Mpeak ¼ 1:43 at stage VII, where Max(ab)¼659
gals. This second peak, Mpeak, is significantly smaller than
the first peak at stage III. This is due to a significant
increase in the x value from 0.33 at the first resonance
(stage III) to 0.52 at the second resonance (stage VII),
caused likely by (i) an increase in the shear strain in the
backfill and (ii) an increase in the structural integration by
the direct contact of the left end of the girder with the
abutment. At stage VII, after having passed the second
resonance, the b value increased quickly until a collapse
took place (Fig. 8(b)), i.e., the abutments had rotated
significantly and their footings had been largely pushed out
in association with the development of distinct shear bands
in the backfill.

The decrease in stiffness k of the bridge system is due to
a decrease in the following factors: (a) the coefficients of
sub-grade reaction at the interface between the abutments
and the backfill and the supporting ground, (b) the stiffness
of the backfill and the supporting ground (in particular,
after the shear strength has dropped to the residual value
in the shear bands in association with the large active
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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displacements of the abutments), (c) the stiffness of the L-
shaped metal connectors between the girder and the abut-
ments (when the girder and the abutments are integrated)
and (d) the stiffness at the interface between the nails and
the adjacent sand (when the backfill and the supporting
ground are nailed). A decrease in the bridge stiffness k may
result in progressive failure, and ultimately, collapse. That is,
‘‘a decrease in the bridge stiffness k by degradation of

any component accelerates the process of approaching the

resonance, which results in further degradation of the compo-

nents, which accelerates the process toward failure and finally

collapse’’. Although this process is common with all
the bridge models examined in the present study, the
approaching rate toward the resonance is largest with model
CB; therefore, the stability of model CB is lowest. The
movable bearing and the unreinforced backfill are particu-
larly weak components among the whole bridge system. In
particular, the girder may dislodge from the movable bearing
at low dynamic loads.

3.4.2. Integrated conventional type bridge (CB-L)

The M and b values increased from their initial values,
M¼1.04 and b¼0.20 (at the start of stage I) toward the
values at the start of failure, Mpeak¼1.51 and bresonance¼
0.98 when (ab)resonance¼606 gals at stage VII (Fig. 17(a)).
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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At this stage, the L-shaped metal fixtures started yielding
significantly and the abutments started largely rotating
around their top with the footing moving forward in
association with the development of distinct shear bands
in the backfill (Fig. 9(a)). The decrease in the bridge
stiffness k in this case is mainly caused by a decrease in
factors (a), (b) and (c) (listed above). The process leading
to the failure and collapse of model CB-L was substantially
slower than model CB. In particular, at stage III (at which
model CB started failing), the b value of model CB-L was
still 0.37 and the M value was still 1.11. This increase in the
dynamic ductility can be attributed to the integration of
the girder to the abutments. In the later cycles at stage VII,
the transient resonance was passed and the value of M

noticeably decreased with an increase in the number of
cycles (N) in association with the continuous increase in
the values of b and j. Ultimately, the b value became
much larger than unity and the collapse state was reached
(Fig. 9(b)), i.e., the abutments had rotated significantly, the
L-shaped metal fixtures had yielded significantly and the
bottoms of the abutments had been largely pushed out,
resulting in a loss of contact between the abutment bottom
and the supporting ground, which led to a substantial
decrease in the coefficient of sub-grade reaction. All these
phenomena should have made the ultimate bridge stiffness
very small.

3.4.3. Integrated conventional type bridge with short bottom

nails (CB-L-N1)

The increasing rates of b, M and j with an increase in N

and ab became significantly smaller than those of model
CB-L, resulting in much smaller values of b and M at the
same loading stage (Figs. 18(a) and (b)). That is, model
CB-L-N1 behaved in a more ductile way in the process of
reaching failure than model CB-L. Failure started at
ab¼ (ab)resonance¼793 gal when b became bresonace ¼ 0:86
and Mpeak ¼ 1:48 at stage IX, much later than model
CB-L. At this stage, the L-shaped metal fixtures started
yielding noticeably and the abutments started noticeably
rotating about the top with distinct shear bands developing
in the backfill (Fig. 10(a)). The stiffness k of model CB-
L-N1 decreased with a decrease in factors (a), (b), (c) and
(d). However, due to nailing, the degradation rate of
stiffness k substantially decreased; therefore, the increasing
rate of b substantially decreased (i.e., the model became
much more dynamically ductile). Resonance was reached
when ab¼Max(ab)¼813 at stage IX. Then, resonance was
passed. Collapse took place by the end of stage IX
(Fig. 10(b)). Yet, the increasing rate of b after the
resonance was much lower than model CB-L due to the
positive effects of nailing.
3.4.4. Integrated conventional type bridge with long bottom

nails (CB-L-N2)

Although the initial values of b and M were similar to
those for model CB-L-N1 (Table 1), the b value increased
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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at a much lower rate (Figs. 19(a) and (b)). Even at stage X,
where ab was as high as 902 gals, the L-shaped fixtures
started yielding only slightly and the abutments started
rotating around the top only slightly with some shear
bands in the backfill (Fig. 11). The largest b(¼0.75) and
the largest M(¼1.44) were observed in the last cycle at
stage X (i.e., at X(20) in Figs. 19(a) and (b)). The
resonance was not reached by the end of this test. These
trends indicate that this model would have been able to
withstand another higher loading stage (i.e., stage XI). As
model CB-L-N1 failed at stage IX, these results indicate
that model CB-L-N2 is dynamically much more stable.
This higher performance can be attributed to a decrease in
the degradation rate of the bridge stiffness, a higher
dynamic strength and a higher damping capacity at failure,
all resulting from the use of longer bottom nails connected
to the toe of the abutment footings. It is likely that this nail
configuration more effectively prevented the uplift of the
abutment toe, which, in turn, led to a decrease in the
rotation of the abutment around its top with the abutment
bottom displacing in the active direction. This trend should
have resulted in (i) a smaller yielding rate of the L-shaped
metal connectors, (ii) a lower reduction rate of the
coefficient of sub-grade reaction at the abutment footing
bottom face and (iii) a decrease in the development of
shear bands in the backfill.
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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3.5. Comparison of dynamic stability based on the four

factors

3.5.1. Dynamic strength

Fig. 14 compares the dynamic strengths (i.e., the response
acceleration at resonance, (at)resonance) of the four bridge
models. For reference, the base accelerations at resonance,
(ab)resonance, are also plotted. The dynamic strength
increases consistently by integrating the girder to the
abutments (from model CB to model CB-L), then by nailing
the backfill and part of the supporting ground with short
nails connected to the abutment footing toe (from model
CB-L to model CB-L-N1), and finally by using longer
bottom nails (from model CB-L-N1 to model CB-L-N2).
0 12001000800600400200
0.8

1.0 II

Base acceleration at respective stages, αb (gal)

R
es

I
III

IV

Fig. 20. Relationships between (a) b (b) f0 and (c) M and ab at each cycle,

four bridge models.
3.5.2. Initial stiffness and softening rate

The following are two measures to keep the dynamic state
as remote as possible from the resonance by keeping the b
value as smaller as possible than the value at resonance:
Measure 1: making the initial stiffness larger to make the
initial value of natural frequency f0 higher and Measure 2:
making the decreasing rate of the bridge stiffness smaller to
make the decreasing rate of f0 smaller. If these measures are
very effective, the resonance state may not be reached for a
given input motion. Figs. 20(a)–(c) show the transient values
of (a) b; (b) f0; and (c) M at each cycle, plotted against the
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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base acceleration (ab) of the four models. The following
trends may be seen. Firstly, the initial value of b (at the start
of stage I) of model CB is largest (close to 0.5), while
the values of the other three models, CB-L, CB-L-N1 and
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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CB-L-N2, are similar and much smaller, about 0.20
(Fig. 20(a)). This trend is due to the fact that the initial
values of f0 of models CB-L, CB-L-N1 and CB-L-N2 are
similar (about 25 Hz) and much larger than the value of
model CB (about 11 Hz) (Fig. 20(b)). These results indicate
that the initial stiffness of model CB was effectively increased
by integrating the girder to the abutments (i.e., Measure 1),
whereas nailing was not effective as Measure 1. Secondly, the
increasing rate of b with an increase in the number of cycles
(N) and ab of model CB-L is much smaller than model CB
(Fig. 21(a)). These results indicate that integrating the girder
to the abutments is very effective as Measure 2. Moreover,
the increasing rate of b of model CB-L-N1 became smaller
than that of model CB-L after ab became larger than about
300 gals. These results indicate that, as Measure 2, nailing
became effective after the deformation of the bridge had
become fairly large. In addition, the increasing rate of b with
an increase in N and ab of model CB-L-N2 became smaller
than that of model CB-L-N1 when ab became larger than
about 600 gals. These results indicate that, as Measure 2,
using longer nails connected to the toe of the abutment
footing became effective after the lift-up of the toe of the
abutment tended to become large when approaching the
failure state. Lastly, as a result of the two trends described
above, the initial value of M(¼1.25) and its increasing rate
with N and ab of model CB were much larger than those of
the integrated bridge models (Fig. 20(c)). In addition, the use
of nails connected to the toe of the abutment footing,
particularly long nails, decreased the increasing rate of M

with N and ab at high ab values. In short, the highest
dynamic stability of model CB-L-N2 can be largely attrib-
uted to the largest initial value of natural frequency f0 and
the smallest decreasing rate of f0 with an increase in the
loading cycle and the base excitation level. These features are
achieved by integrating the girder to the abutments and
nailing as Measures 1 and 2.
3.5.3. Damping ratio at resonance

The Mpeak value decreased from 1.85 (model CB at the
first resonance) to 1.51 by integrating the girder to the
abutments (model CB-L), further to 1.48 by nailing (model
CB-L-N1) and finally to a value less than 1.44 by using
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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longer nails connected to the toe of the abutment footing
(model CB-L-N2). This trend is due to an increase in the
damping ratio of the bridge system as a SDOF system, x, at
resonance (Fig. 14). The damping ratio, x, is comprised of
(i) the material damping of the L-shaped metal connectors
(very small), (ii) the material damping of the backfill and the
supporting ground as part of a SDOF system, and (iii) the
dissipated dynamic energy of the girder and abutments via
wave propagation toward the backfill and the supporting
ground outside the SDOF system. The highest value of x at
failure was observed with model CB-L-N2, which results
from the following mechanisms. Firstly, the shear strain in
the backfill and the supporting ground at the start of failure
was largest because the response acceleration at that moment
was highest (i.e., the highest dynamic strength). Hence, the
material damping ratio of the backfill and the supporting
ground could become highest (component ii). Secondly,
component (iii) became the most significant due to the
highest degree of integration by structural integration of
the girder to the abutments and nailing, which kept a good
contact of the girder and the abutments with the backfill and
the supporting ground. As seen from Figs. 18 and 19, the
values for x at the resonance of the NRS integrated bridge
models are substantially higher than the values of ordinary
reinforced concrete structures used in seismic design (of the
order of 0.05). This advantageous feature is due to compo-
nents (ii) and (iii).
In summary, model CB-L-N2 exhibited the highest

dynamic stability among the four models. This can be
attributed to the highest dynamic strength, the highest
initial natural frequency (i.e., the lowest initial value of b),
the lowest increasing rate of b and the highest damping
ratio x at failure. These features are achieved by (i)
structural integration of the girder to the abutments and
(ii) nailing with the use of two long large-diameter nails
connected to the toe of the abutment footing.
4. Static cyclic loading tests

The issue of sufficient long-term serviceability, in addi-
tion to high seismic stability when constructed in a high-
seismic zone, is discussed in this chapter.
improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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4.1. Dual ratchet mechanism

Conventional-type bridges usually use movable bearings to
accommodate seasonal longitudinal thermal deformation of
the girder. On the other hand, with conventional-type integral
bridges and NRS integrated bridges, the thermal deformation
of the girder results in cyclic lateral displacements at the top
of the abutments, which may cause the development of high
passive earth pressure on the back of the abutment and may
induce active failure with large settlements in the backfill.
Tatsuoka et al. (2009, 2010) showed that these detrimental
phenomena are caused by ‘‘the dual ratchet mechanism’’,
illustrated in Fig. 21. Process S-A1: Small active failure with
the development of an active wedge by a small active
displacement of the abutment. Process A1-P1: The active
sliding that has taken place at process S-A1 is not recovered
by this small passive displacement of the abutment, because
the passive deformation of the passive wedge zone take places
more easily, despite a much larger wedge size. The active
wedge deforms in the passive mode as part of the passive
zone. Process P1-A2. By the second small active displace-
ment of the abutment, the active sliding is re-activated, while
the part outside the active wedge in the passive zone does not
deform. Process A2-P2: By the second small passive
displacement of the abutment, again, the active sliding is
not re-covered, while the passive deformation develops
further. These processes are repeated during a given lifetime.
Although it is small in each cycle, the active sliding accumu-
lates with cyclic loading (i.e., the active ratchet mechanism)
and the accumulated active sliding may soon reach the value
at which active failure takes place during monotonic active
Fig. 22. Static lateral cyclic loading tests on an abutment model with nails in t

of nails.
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loading. Although it is also small in each cycle, the passive
strain in the passive zone accumulates with cyclic loading,
which gradually increases the passive earth pressure (i.e., the
passive ratchet mechanism). Heaving may take place in the
backfill by cumulative passive deformation of the passive
zone. As the passive displacement of the abutment when the
passive failure takes place during monotonic passive loading
is very large, the active failure takes place far before the
passive failure takes place during cyclic loading. At the crest
of the backfill, large settlement occurs in association with an
active failure in the backfill. The actual settlement that takes
place in the backfill during cyclic lateral loading is a
summation of the settlement due to the dual ratchet mechan-
ism and the settlement by cumulative compressive volumetric
strain in the backfill taking place by cyclic straining. These
problems with newly constructed integral bridges can be
alleviated by reinforcing the backfill with geogrid layers
connected to the abutment (Tatsuoka et al., 2009). It is
shown below based on model test results that the nailing of
the backfill and the supporting ground is also effective for
alleviating these problems with integrated bridges.

4.2. Model test method

As the test method is basically the same as the one
reported in detail by Tatsuoka et al. (2009) and the one for
the shaking table tests described above, only a brief
description is given below. The abutment models (39 cm
wide, 3.5 cm thick, 48 cm high and made of duralumin)
with nails (Fig. 22(a)) and those without nails were
constructed inside a sand box (180 cm long� 40 cm
he backfill and supporting ground: (a) general set-up and (b) arrangement

improved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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wide� 80 cm high). To highlight the effects of nailing, the
abutment models were embedded only to a depth of 3 cm
in the supporting ground, simulating prototype abutments
not supported with any pile foundation. The backfill and
the supporting ground were made in the same way as in the
shaking table tests (Fig. 4). Two nails were attached to the
top and the bottom of the abutment via pin connectors at a
horizontal center-to-center spacing of 12 cm (Fig. 22(b)).
The models were instrumented at relevant locations to
monitor displacements, load and pressure levels
(Fig. 22(a)). The abutment was equipped with nine local
load cells and the back face was made to be rough.

The top of the abutment model was cyclically and
laterally displaced by means of a precise gear-type loading
device (Tatsuoka et al., 1994) until the number of cycles
(N) became 200, or sooner if the displacement of the
abutment became very large. For the active failure in the
backfill to take place more easily, the first displacement of
the abutment was in the active direction with the sub-
sequent cyclic displacements only at the active side of the
original location. The lateral displacement rate at the
abutment top was 0.004 mm/s. The ratio of the double
amplitude of lateral displacement at the abutment top (D)
to the abutment height (H¼48 cm), D/H, was 0.2%, 0.4%
Fig. 23. Active failure in the un-nailed backfill when the abutment

bottom is not hinge-supported: (a) after 200 cycles of D/H=0.2%; (b)

after 92 cycles of D/H=0.4%; and (c) after 90 cycles of D/H=0.6%

(H=48 cm).
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and 0.6%. These values of D/H are realistic for ordinary
full-scale integrated bridges (Tatsuoka et al., 2009).
4.3. Test results

Fig. 23 shows the unreinforced backfill and the part of
the supporting ground at the end of cyclic loading in three
tests performed at three different values of D/H. Fig. 24
shows the nailed backfill and the part of the supporting
ground at the same values for D/H. Fig. 25(a) and (b)
show the relationships between the total earth pressure
coefficient, K¼2Q/(gH2), and the ratio of the lateral dis-
placement at the abutment top (d: positive in the active
direction) to the wall height (H¼48 cm) at different numbers
of loading cycles, N, when D/H¼0.6%. The backfill and the
supporting ground was either unreinforced or nailed. Here, Q

is the measured total earth pressure per width and g is the
unit dry weight of the backfill (¼1.60 gf/cm3 for Dr¼90%).
The data when D/H¼0.2% and 0.4% are basically similar to
those presented in Fig. 25. Fig. 26(a) and (b) show the
relationships between the peak value of K in each cycle
(attained when d has returned to zero), Kpeak, and N for
different D/H values when the backfill and the supporting
ground was either unreinforced or nailed. Fig. 27(a) com-
pares the relationships between the settlement ratio, S/H, at
5 cm from the back face of the abutment and N. The
Fig. 24. Active zone in the nailed backfill when the abutment bottom is

not hinge-supported: (a) after 200 cycles of D/H=0.2%; (b) after 200

cycles of D/H=0.4%; and (c) after 200 cycles of D/H=0.6% (H=48 cm).
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maximum measurable value of S/H was about 4%, deter-
mined by a maximum capacity, 20 mm, of the displacement
laser sensor used. Fig. 27(b) compares the relationships
between the lateral displacement ratio at the abutment
bottom, d/H, and N. The following trends may be seen from
these results. Firstly, when the backfill was unreinforced,
distinct active failure took place in the backfill with very large
settlements, even when D/H was as small as 0.2%. In
addition, due to the development of large passive earth
pressure, the abutment bottom was largely pushed out, which
restrained the development of high passive earth pressure.
These trends became more significant with an increase in
D/H. Secondly, by nailing, the active displacement at the
abutment footing became essentially zero. As a result, the
active failure in the backfill was effectively restrained and the
settlement in the backfill became much smaller. On the other
hand, high passive pressure developed because the dual
ratchet mechanism was still somehow active despite the
nailing. However, this nailing prevented the development of
distinct active failure in the backfill, which made the activa-
tion of the dual ratchet mechanism much weaker.

In summary, when the girder is integrated to the
abutments, the abutment and the backfill can become very
Please cite this article as: Tatsuoka, F., et al., Stability of existing bridges
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stable against cyclic lateral displacements caused by sea-
sonal thermal expansion and contraction of the girder by
the use of nails connected to the top and the bottom of the
abutment.

5. Conclusions

From the results of model tests and analysis shown
above, the following conclusions can be derived:
(1)
impr
The seismic stability of existing conventional-type
bridges, comprising a girder simply supported by a pair
of abutments via a pair of movable and fixed bearings,
increases substantially by nailing the backfill and the
supporting ground with large-diameter nails connected to
the top and the bottom of the abutments and then
integrating the girder to the abutments.
(2)
 The increase in seismic stability is due to (i) an increase
in the dynamic strength against response acceleration,
(ii) an increase in the initial value of the natural frequency
(f0) of the bridge system to a value sufficiently higher than
the predominant frequencies (fp) of major earthquakes,
thereby decreasing the initial response acceleration,
oved by structural integration and nailing. Soils and Foundations
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(iii) a decrease in the decreasing rate of f0 with an increase
in the base acceleration and the number of loading cycles
(i.e., an increase in the dynamic ductility), which keeps
the f0 value much higher than the fp value and keeps the
response of the bridge remote from the resonance and
(iv) an increase in the damping capacity, which reduces
the dynamic response.
(3)
 The integration of the girder to the abutments results in
cyclic lateral displacements at the abutment top by
seasonal thermal expansion and contraction of the girder.
By the dual ratchet mechanism, significant active failure
with large settlements may take place in the backfill, while
significant passive earth pressure may develop at the back
of the abutment. These detrimental effects can be effec-
tively alleviated by the use of large-diameter nails con-
nected to the top and the bottom of the abutment.
(4)
 These advantageous features of nail-reinforced soil
(NRS) integrated bridges are basically the same as
geosynthetic-reinforced soil (GRS) integral bridges for
new construction.
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